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Abstract—We investigate human behavior-based target1

tracking from omni-directional (O-D) thermal images for intel-2

ligent perception in unmanned systems. Current target tracking3

approaches are primarily focused on perspective visual and4

infrared (IR) band, as well as O-D visual band tracking. The5

target tracking from O-D images and the use of O-D thermal6

vision have not been adequately addressed. Thermal O-D images7

provide a number of advantages over other passive sensor modal-8

ities such as illumination invariance, wide field-of-view, ease of9

identifying heat-emitting objects, and long term tracking with-10

out interruption. Unfortunately, thermal O-D sensors have not11

yet been widely used due to the following disadvantages: low res-12

olution, low frame rates, high cost, sensor noise, and an increase13

in tracking time. This paper outlines a spectrum of approaches14

which mitigate these disadvantages to enable an O-D thermal IR15

camera equipped with a mobile robot to track a human in a vari-16

ety of environments and conditions. The curve matched Kalman17

filter is used for tracking a human target based on the behavioral18

movement of the human and maximum a posteriori (MAP)-based19

estimation is extended for the human tracking as long term which20

provides a faster prediction. The benefits to using our MAP-based21

method are decreasing the prediction time of a target’s position22

and increasing the accuracy of prediction of the next target posi-23

tion based on the target’s previous behavior while increasing the24

tracking view and lighting conditions via the view from O-D IR25

camera.26

Index Terms—Behavior-based target tracking, far infrared (IR)27

camera, human behavior understanding, mobile robot, omni-28

directional (O-D) camera, thermal vision.29

I. INTRODUCTION30

TRACKING targets with path prediction from31

omni-directional (O-D) infrared (IR) sensor is proposed32

to increase the accuracy of tracking for unmanned systems.33

Current approaches are primarily focused on perspective34

visual band and O-D visual band for 3-D reconstruction,35

mapping, and tracking; furthermore, a literature search found36
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no significant research in our area of interest, the O-D 37

IR images and human behavior-based tracking prediction. 38

O-D IR sensors provide numerous advantages to predict 39

the human target’s next position for precise tracking. O-D 40

images provide 360◦ vision for the robot so the target can 41

be tracked continuously. The thermal imaging feature of the 42

O-D IR sensor provides a light independent observation of 43

the target scene. The light independent observation and the 44

360◦ vision present an advantage for the robot by providing 45

nonstop tracking of a target. Utilizing a human body heat 46

signature is another advantage of O-D IR sensor which yields 47

an easily obtained human target oriented detection. Since the 48

other objects can provide an inconsistent heat pattern, the 49

tracking of nonhuman targets delivers unsuccessful results in 50

the complex texture of thermal images. Thus, the O-D IR 51

sensor can continuously detect and track the human target 52

in this complex texture of thermal images. However, O-D 53

IR sensors have not yet been widely used because they have 54

several disadvantages as well; O-D IR sensors have noise, 55

low frame rates, and are quite costly. Since the IR sensors 56

provide low resolution images, noise, and low frame rate 57

combined causes high prediction as well as tracking error. In 58

order to increase the accuracy of the predicted target position, 59

we use a maximum a posteriori (MAP)-based curve matched 60

Kalman filter (CMKF). CMKF improves the prediction 61

accuracy for short term tracking; however, the advantage 62

of continuous tracking with the O-D IR sensor becomes 63

a disadvantage with its increasing computational time of 64

CMKF approach. The low resolution and frame rate of the 65

O-D IR camera causes a higher prediction error with the 66

current visible band-based methods since they cannot handle 67

O-D IR images. Thus our method is necessary to overcome 68

the higher error. MAP-based CMKF helps to improve the 69

prediction results and decreases the increasing computational 70

time for long term tracking. We will look at the O-D IR view 71

to predict the precise target position and tracking it in a faster 72

manner by MAP-based CMKF. 73

The 360◦ view of thermal images for target tracking are 74

obtained by a single O-D IR sensor, mounted on top of 75

the mobile robot, as shown in Fig. 1(a). O-D images for 76

the tracking process are taken while the target is in motion. 77

Fig. 1(b) shows a closer look at the O-D camera used in our 78

application and the configuration of its parts. Fig. 1(b) also 79

shows an O-D IR image of the target in the scene. The spheri- 80

cal mirror reflects rays from objects toward the camera sensor 81

and camera sees itself in the middle of the O-D IR image. 82
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(b)(a)

Fig. 1. O-D IR camera. (a) Mobile robot equipped with O-D IR camera.
(b) O-D camera with the placement map, and an O-D IR image.

The camera sensor is placed on the mirror’s z-coordinate83

axis.84

This paper shows that the fusion of target tracking for short85

and long term modified for the far IR view of targets with the86

curve matching (CM)-based tracking minimizes the tracking87

error and time. Behavior-based tracking for the human tar-88

get is examined and the target position is estimated by CM89

and by Kalman filter (KF) for short term target movement.90

The human target’s behavioral movement is considered so that91

we can analyze the human target’s trajectory history and its92

walking behavior. In this period, analyzing movement helps93

our method to decide what kind of possible path the target94

can travel. For the recent short term trajectory, the walking95

behavior of the human target is continuously modeled by the96

CMKF method during the entire path progression of the tar-97

get. The combination of these methods is updated by an MAP98

estimation-based statistical analysis for long term tracking.99

The contributions of our human behavior-based method are100

decreasing the prediction time of target position and increasing101

the accuracy of prediction for the next target position while102

increasing the tracking view and lighting conditions via the103

view from O-D IR camera.104

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section II,105

related works are discussed. Section III explains omni-IR106

camera data. Target tracking via O-D thermal images is107

proposed in Section IV. Then, the experiments are given in108

Section V. Finally, Section VI presents the conclusion and109

future work.110

II. RELATED WORKS111

We cover relevant studies on target tracking for mobile112

robots with a 360◦ thermal imager on a mobile robot. The113

following sections will first describe target tracking through114

mobile robots in Section II-A by comparing representative115

prediction methods. Then we explore, in Section II-B, human116

tracking methods based on their algorithms in order to get117

better results in terms of tracking than those discussed in118

previous methods [1]–[4].119

TABLE I
TARGET TRACKING METHODS

A. Target Tracking via Mobile Robots 120

For various years, human behavior-based target tracking has 121

had an enormous increase in research and popularity [5], [6]. 122

Prevalent target tracking interest has been for the human body; 123

there are several existing methods: processing 2-D or 3-D 124

reconstructed images by normal KF-based methods [7]–[13], 125

or by manipulating several sensors, or laser-based via on- 126

board laser range finder [10], [14], or by utilizing an ordered 127

KF [9], or by quaternions [15]. Several human features may be 128

employed [16], [17], for tracking, likewise the robot’s place- 129

ment in the environment can be used for tracking as well. 130

Some other works have been applied: for detection and classi- 131

fication of abnormal movement [18]. The ability to recognize 132

a human from afar through motion energy mapping [19]. In 133

order to detect movement, extraction features are applied spa- 134

tially and through chronological templates [20]. Target activity 135

recognition is attained by a sequential silhouette analysis based 136

on human behavior [21], [22]. But, not one algorithm imple- 137

ments a technique such that the robot is trained to mark and 138

learn the target’s trajectory. 139

Target trajectory application in some studies has shown 140

that robots may be trained to learn from a target’s motion as 141

in [8], [23], and [24] and then tracking the target’s path [12]. 142

Other research for unfamiliar environments are modeled by 143

a robot as in [25] and [26]. However, any prediction and esti- 144

mation algorithms of a target’s trajectory have not been applied 145

to those methods aimed at target behavior analysis. Table I dis- 146

plays the details of the three different tracking methods that 147

we will focus on for our target tracking methodology; CM, 148

KF, and MAP-based method in conjunction with sensors and 149

prediction accuracy. 150

B. Human Tracking Algorithms 151

CM-based tracking has various applications in the field 152

of robotics. The most common methods in CM is recogni- 153

tion of some known curve from images, and tracking these 154

corresponding paths [27]–[31], whereas [32] does not uti- 155

lize any parameters in order for it to record images by the 156

elasticity theory. Also, [33]–[37] are responsible for seek- 157

ing contours in the images to detect as well as categorize 158

the targets. CM can be achieved with splines, another exten- 159

sive area of study [38]–[40]. Other CM studies utilize the 160

polygonal arc methods [41], while curve characteristics match- 161

ing is conducted in a curve measurement of unary and 162
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Fig. 2. Projections of spherical mirror. Unified model for projection of
a space point WP = [X Y Z]T to p = [u v]T image point. The image
shows the view of the coordinates from the top of the camera.

binary [42], fuzzy logic in [43], and Sethian’s fast marching163

method in [44].164

The KF consists of an equation pack which keeps the system165

state up to date. The system state is derived from its latter166

state which is being extensively used in target and trajectory167

tracking [45], [46]. The KF method has access to a univer-168

sal solution to a quadratic mean estimation problem in terms169

of a rectilinear estimator [47], [48]. The CMKF is an another170

method that checks the reappearance in the target’s movement171

behaviors and sections in a certain extent with the CM tech-172

niques of [3] and [49]. CMKF is a low computational cost173

method in comparison to previous methods.174

MAP estimation has been applied to KF-based tracking in175

recent studies [1], [2]. The MAP estimation method helps to176

resolve the problem of target tracking by using the extended177

KF (EKF) approach such that it selects the most probable local178

hypotheses. A bank of MAP estimation tracking is proposed179

in [1]. The method introduces a solution to the linearization180

problem caused by EKF tracking. The least probable hypothe-181

ses are pruned to control the computational cost. The method182

proposed in [2] is another multitarget tracking method from183

a moving camera. A range sensor and particle filter is used184

to detect the moving targets and distances then the tracking185

problem was solved by MAP estimation. In this method, both186

target and robot positions were estimated by MAP. An IR187

camera for tracking small target’s is used with another MAP188

application in [4].189

III. OMNI-INFRARED CAMERA DATA190

WP = [ X Y Z ]T is a real-world point in space and191

p = [ u v ]T is the projection of said 3-D point from the192

spherical mirror onto an image, as shown in Fig. 2. The point’s193

reflection on the spherical mirror has a ray vector of Pm =194

[ xm ym zm ]T and this ray vector is converted into another195

point, p = [ u, v ]T , on the image. Equation (1) calculates196

the projected image point p = [ u, v ]T given by [50]197 ⎡
⎣u

v
1

⎤
⎦ =

⎡
⎣ fu 0 u0

0 fv v0
0 0 1

⎤
⎦
⎡
⎣ tan β cos θ

tan β sin θ

1

⎤
⎦ (1)198

Fig. 3. 3-D reconstruction from moving stereo.

where the first term of the right hand side, known as the 199

camera intrinsic matrix, consists of focal lengths, fu, fv, and 200

the coordinates of principle point, u0, v0. The angles, β 201

and θ , are calculated by utilizing cylindrical mirror coor- 202

dinates [ θ rm zm ]T which include rm = √
x2

m + y2
m and 203

zm = √
R2

m − r2
m. The parameter L, the distance from the 204

sphere center to projection center, is used to find the angle 205

β from (2). The angle, θ , is derived by using the real-world 206

point coordinates from tan−1(Y/X). It can also be found by 207

using the mirror coordinates of xm, ym since the direction of 208

the ray vector to the world point and the mirror point is the 209

same 210

β = tan−1(rm
/
(L − zm)

)
. (2) 211

The angle, α, is obtained by using the radial distance from 212

the optical axis to a real-world point, r = √
X2 + Y2, and the 213

Z-coordinate of the real-world point (3). Since the reflection 214

angles, γi and γr, on the spherical mirror surface are equal, 215

another relationship between the angles, α and β, is expressed 216

as (β − α)/2 = tan−1(rm/zm) 217

α = tan−1((Z − zm)
/
(r − rm)

) + π
/

2. (3) 218

Finding α, β, and θ offers us the transition between the 219

mirror coordinates, Pm, and image coordinates, p, which is 220

our target’s position from experimental data set. 221

The calculation of 3-D coordinates of real points based 222

on the moving stereo is illustrated in Fig. 3. The improved 223

information of low resolution IR images helps to enhance the 224

tracking of objects. The 3-D target coordinates for precise tar- 225

get tracking is obtained from our previous work, n observation 226

points are used to calculate the target coordinates. The num- 227

ber of observation points, n, is adjusted with respect to the 228

experimental results. 229

The solution of (4) gives two depth values (z1, z2) by 230

utilizing ray vectors of the mirror coordinates, Pm,1 = 231

[ xm,1 ym,1 zm,1 ]T and Pm,2 = [ xm,2 ym,2 zm,2 ]T from 232

both images. The calculated world coordinates of the feature 233
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points, pW1 = [ x1 y1 z1 ]T and pW2 = [ x2 y2 z2 ]T are234

found from the middle point of those depth values. If the mid-235

dle point depth value is calculated by xm and ym coordinates236

of the reference image, 3-D coordinates can be obtained for237

each triangulation step. The reconstructed points are plotted238

in a form of a point cloud in Fig. 3. Any change to the tar-239

get’s 3-D coordinates can be tracked by our proposed tracking240

algorithm more precisely241

[
z1
z2

]
=

([ ∥∥Pm,1
∥∥2 〈

Pm,1,−RPm,2
〉〈−RPm,2, Pm,1

〉 ∥∥−RPm,2
∥∥2

])−1

242

×
[ 〈

Pm,1, T
〉〈

T,−RPm,2
〉 ] (4)243

where R is a 3 × 3 rotation matrix and T is a 3 × 1 trans-244

lation vector between two camera positions. The dot product245

operator, 〈3 × 1, 3 × 1〉, utilizes two 3 × 1 column vectors and246

a 2 × 1 column vector is obtained for the depth values of two247

feature points. Mirror coordinates are normalized so that they248

do not have units and rotation matrix and translation vector249

provides the units for real-world coordinate250

[
z1
z2

]
=

⎡
⎢⎣

‖Pm,1‖2〈T,−RPm,2〉−〈−RPm,2, Pm,1〉〈Pm,1, T〉
‖−RPm,2‖2‖Pm,1‖2−〈Pm,1,−RPm,2〉2

‖−RPm,2‖2〈Pm,1, T〉−〈T,−RPm,2〉〈−RPm,2, Pm,1〉
‖−RPm,2‖2‖Pm,1‖2−〈Pm,1,−RPm,2〉2

⎤
⎥⎦. (5)251

After the depth coordinates are obtained from (5) by uti-252

lizing the transformation information, the coordinates of the253

target are attained as pW = [ x y z ]T from the average254

triangulation results.255

IV. HUMAN BEHAVIOR-BASED TARGET TRACKING256

VIA OMNI-DIRECTIONAL THERMAL IMAGES257

A new method of tracking targets from images from an O-D258

IR camera is implemented using the behavior analysis-based259

tracking. Nonlinear movement of the targets makes the require-260

ment for the IR O-D images significant for behavior-based261

and long term tracking in order to make a precise prediction262

in addition to providing tracking results. The advantage of an263

O-D IR is that it provides for an easier way to detect a tar-264

get as well as tracking for a long period of time; however,265

visual band sensor-based methods have high prediction error266

and increasing computational time problems that make track-267

ing difficult, making our method necessary. We are developing268

a new tracking algorithm for O-D thermal distribution in the269

following three steps. First, behavior learning by using CM270

in Section IV-A. Second, Section IV-B, prediction for short271

term tracking. Then, long term tracking with MAP estimation272

in Section IV-C, and finally, criteria to follow a human target273

from a mobile robot in Section IV-D.274

A. Behavior Analysis275

For human targets, we considered the data sequences of276

longitudinal trajectory rather than a static scene. For the first277

behavior analysis, a nearby target is detected and separated278

from the background (Fig. 4). The human position trajecto-279

ries in the video sequences are determined by assembling the280

Fig. 4. Near target position is selected for trajectory history analyses.

extracted features described in a static scene of O-D recon- 281

struction (as new cases are accrued over time into multiple 282

frames). Behavior learning is acquired from the patterns of tar- 283

get’s trajectories in an O-D thermal distribution. The human 284

target’s behavioral movement is the algorithm’s main crite- 285

ria for making a decision. The next movement of the human 286

target considers both its present movement, and the prior walk- 287

ing behaviors of the target’s entire trajectory in the short term 288

prediction window. 289

The target’s position on the O-D image is recorded for the 290

bearing tracking first with respect to the O-D geometry coor- 291

dinates which is given by the angle, θ . The starting point, θ1, 292

is the target’s position angle from the first image, θc is the 293

starting point of the current motion of the target, and θt is the 294

last position of the target on the last image seen in Fig. 5(a). 295

We converted an O-D curve to an unwrapped image trajectory 296

line given in Fig. 5(b). O-D image angles, θt, are calculated 297

from the horizontal, xm, and vertical, ym, coordinates of Pm 298

mirror coordinates for the angle prediction process (6). The 299

image trajectory positions are obtained from the horizontal 300

coordinates of PW(t) until, pW(t), the last pixel position of 301

the entire movement, at time t, and pC(m) is the last position 302

of the current motion trajectory 303

θ = tan−1(ym
/

xm
)
. (6) 304

Target distance tracking is applied to a current position to 305

find the best recent distance of the target, in Fig. 6, when we 306

have the distance value from each reconstruction step. The 307

calculated distance coordinates, z(t), are used from PW(t) and 308

PC(m) strings for the entire distance and the current distance 309

values of the target. Distance behavior analysis results will be 310

combined with the bearing behavior results and will be sent to 311

PW(t) and PC(m) strings, then (7) and (8), for the CM process. 312

The CM method [3] acquires the motion characteristics 313

of a human target by modeling the movements of a human 314

through the mathematical CM equation in order to relate the 315

target’s movement at the precise instant it happened to some 316

similar motion in the past (Fig. 7). Table II shows the learn- 317

ing algorithm CM. For modeling the behavioral movement of 318

the human target, we consider two curves, the first curve is 319
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. Bearing tracking. (a) O-D angle trajectory curve of the target.
(b) Unwrapped image trajectory of long term and current trajectory of the
target.

Fig. 6. Distance behavior analysis from 3-D reconstruction results.

used for the target’s whole trajectory from the beginning of320

its motion or the target’s past trajectory curve, and the second321

curve is used for the target’s current trajectory or the target’s322

current trajectory curve. The current target’s curve in the tra-323

jectory represents the recent walking behavior of the human324

target. Similarity detection of a current target curve is searched325

in the target’s whole trajectory. In order to use these trajectory326

curves for a similarity search, we constructed two trajectory327

strings from the curves, the current curve string PC(m) and the328

whole trajectory string PW(t), respectively. The matched part329

of the whole trajectory string, PW(t), with the current string,330

PC(m), provides the time length of similar movement charac-331

teristics of the target. The matched part of these strings are332

taken from the last position of the target, the last element of the333

Fig. 7. CM for behavior analysis.

TABLE II
CM ALGORITHM

string PW(t). The two empty strings are beginning to be filled 334

with the target’s positions from when we start the tracking mis- 335

sion of the robot. The target’s entire trajectory is constructed as 336

the past curve in string PW(t). The specific length of the entire 337

trajectory string PW(t) is matched with the recent movement 338

string PC(m), and this is considered a matched curve. If the 339

CM algorithm cannot find any matched part in these strings, 340

the current curve string PC(m) is restarted as an empty current 341

curve string. The strings PW(t) and PC(m) are represented by 342

PW(t) = [
pW(1) pW(2) . . . pW(t)

]T (7) 343

PC(m) = [
pC(1) pC(2) . . . pC(m)

]T
. (8) 344

The human target behavior-based modeling utilizes the tar- 345

gets recent walking behavior in the interested trajectory. The 346

matched parts and the number of matches during this period 347

models the target behavior to make a decision for the future 348

position of the human target according to this walking behav- 349

ior model. The weight of CM represents the recent behavioral 350

walking of the human target in the trajectory. The position 351

coordinates in the strings are searched and a weight for CM 352

is determined by two criteria; the length of the match, and the 353

frequency of the match in its history. The CM method uses 354

the weight from this search with the given criteria and the 355

equation for the weight of the CM framework is shown as 356

follows: 357

ηCM = k
lC,matched

lC,string
f
(
lC,string

)(
1 − 1

lC,string(s + 1)

)
. (9) 358

lC,matched is the length of the exact matched part in the 359

strings, lC,string is the length of the current curve string, while 360
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Fig. 8. CMKF estimation of adjusting each short term period tracking of
the target.

f is the sigmoid function to keep the weight bounded, and the361

amount of matched strings is s. The final weight of the CM362

algorithm is obtained from (9).363

The position of the target from the CM quadratic curve364

fitting and the weight of the CM is multiplied to find the next365

target’s coordinates. The most recent target coordinates are366

used for tracking by CM and estimation of the next position367

using the CM weight.368

B. Prediction for Short Term Tracking Using369

Curve Matched Kalman Filter370

In step 2, the next position of the trajectories are estimated371

by the trained patterns in step 1. The learning space along372

with longitudinal analysis is now time-indexed as a possible373

expansion of the prediction window size. After obtaining the374

recent position of the target, the trajectory is analyzed for its375

previous path history to estimate the future position informa-376

tion of the target. This prediction is used to update the target’s377

position which allows for the possibility to forecast the sub-378

sequent behavior of a human target from data sequences with379

time by comparing incoming online data sequences [t, t + 1]380

and the existing data sequence [0, t]. CMKF [3] is used in our381

proposed method as illustrated in Fig. 8. The KF method aims382

to track the motion of a target by accumulating the amount383

of CM states that depend on the extrapolation. Table III is384

representative of the modules on how the CM makes rela-385

tion between the target’s prompt movement and any related386

movement in the entire trajectory, and this makes an improved387

extrapolation for the KF framework over the time sequences.388

Module 1 calculates the probabilities of each method and mod-389

ule 2 forms the weights of CM as well as KF. Module 3 creates390

the matched curve from the target’s trajectory and module391

4 updates the matched curve probability. Module 5 estimates392

the next position information of the target. The flowchart of393

the CMKF is obtained through MAP by using n images for394

target positions and tracking from those reconstructed view395

can be seen in Fig. 9.396

TABLE III
CMKF MODULES

Fig. 9. Flowchart of CMKF via MAP.

KF predicts the next position at time (t + 1) for the system 397

model with the following equations: 398

xt+1 =
[

1 dt
0 1

]
xt +

[
dt2

/
2

dt

]
ut + εt (10) 399

yt = [
1 0

]
xt + vt (11) 400

where xt is the velocity and the position vector at time t, ut is 401

the acceleration, and yt is the measured position of the target. 402

εt is the process noise and vt is the measurement noise. If we 403

define transition matrix A = [ 1 dt; 0 1 ], input matrix 404

B = [ dt2/2; dt ], measurement matrix J = [ 1 0 ] when 405

the measurement of the position is done every dt seconds. 406

KF equations Kt, the Kalman gain, x̂t, an estimation of next 407

position can be given as 408

Kt = GtJ
T(JGtJ

T + W
)−1

(12) 409

x̂t+1 = (
Ax̂t + But

) + Kt
(
yt + Jût

)
(13) 410

Gt+1 = GtJ
T(I − KtJ)GtA

T + Q (14) 411

where Gt is the estimation-error covariance for the system, 412

W is the measurement noise covariance, and Q is the process 413

noise covariance of the system. Exploiting the greater predic- 414

tive power of the higher feature space, online data sequences 415

effectively update the CM described in step 1. The update is 416

used to identify the future curve parameters at time t + 1, 417

by minimizing the prediction error, called the normalized root 418

mean squared error, between the predicted and actual posi- 419

tion trajectories. The weight of KF for the curve matched 420

KF process is calculated from the CM algorithm weight by 421

ηKF = 1 − ηCM. The target coordinates are applied to KF and 422

the next position of the target is obtained by (13). KF weight 423
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ηKF is multiplied by the estimated KF coordinates to find the424

weighted KF coordinates for the short term tracking process425

PCMKF(t + 1) = ηCMPCM(t + 1) + ηKFPKF(t + 1). (15)426

After finding the accurate estimation of CMKF, the MAP is427

applied to the trajectory of the target. In order to find the next428

position of the targets, the MAP estimation will become more429

reliable and is then applied proportionally to the CM weight.430

This proportion is calculated from the length of the CMKF431

frame. Thus we can predict the lost data depending mostly on432

long term prediction than short term CMKF.433

C. Prediction for Long Term Tracking Using Maximum434

a Posteriori Estimation435

The MAP estimation method is a probabilistic estimation436

for the next target’s position for their entire trajectory path,437

which we called long term tracking. CMKF prediction has an438

error problem and an increasing computational time problem,439

since this approach only considers the limited or short term440

trajectories. MAP estimation method helps to solve this error441

and time problems for long term trajectories. We would like to442

increase the horizontal time window by considering a longer443

window size.444

The combination of MAP and CMKF is used in our445

proposed method to find the minimum error and the best esti-446

mation of the target’s position. Next target position is first447

predicted by the KF method with respect to the CM for the448

last matched trajectory part. Then the MAP estimation is449

applied to the whole trajectory with all the matched trajec-450

tory curves in the past. Thus, the next position is predicted by451

a probabilistic estimation approach rather than solely searching452

for the last matched curve. The entire trajectory is repre-453

sented by PW(t) and the characteristics, such as weights454

and probability, of CM for all CMKF frames. The CMKF455

frames are represented by PC(t) for every current trajectory456

in that instant with the prior of matched curves, PC(0). The457

entire and the current human target trajectories were sub-458

stituted for all MAP estimation processes with the equation459

P(PC(t)|PW(t))∝ P(PC(0))P(PW(t)|PC(t)). We want to max-460

imize the left hand side to get the best weight of a matched461

curves in the entire trajectory arg maxPC(t) P(PC(t)|PW(t)).462

The right hand side of the equation is also maximized similarly463

arg maxPC(t) P(PC(0))P(PW(t)|PC(t)). The approximations to464

obtain the weight of CM for the next position of the target465

are calculated by (16), while we maximize the product of466

the entire trajectory and the current trajectory with the prior,467

PC(0), in the short term frame. The optimum frame length468

will be specified when the minimum error is satisfied by (17)469

P(PC(t)|PW(t)) = P(PC(0))
∏
i∈t

P(PW(i)|PC(t)). (16)470

The size of the CM and the KF frame for short term track-471

ing is determined by the prediction error when it is less than472

the predefined threshold value as the estimation process is473

initiated from the beginning. The time length of short term474

CMKF tracking frames is calculated by (17) in order to keep475

the short term frame on the most recent part of the trajectory.476

Fig. 10. MAP estimation scan the whole trajectory and CMKF frames moving
through target trajectory to estimate next position for best weighted update
for CM algorithm and KF.

The running average prediction error during the frame is cal- 477

culated from the difference between the CMKF prediction and 478

the actual position. This short term frame helps to keep the 479

prediction error minimum while the prediction time is bounded 480

l = arg min
lframe∈[0,t]

∑t
l=t−lframe

(PCMKF(l) − Pw(l))

lframe
. (17) 481

Then the weights of each frame are stored from t − l 482

to the end of the last predicted target position correspond- 483

ing to the sample of time t (Fig. 10). The stored weights 484

of CM and KF aid in finding the posterior probability of 485

the subsequent weight. Thus, in addition to the prediction 486

of the following target position, we also predict the weight 487

of the combination of two estimation methods one step prior 488

to its application. The process of the moving CMKF frame 489

along the trajectory and the MAP estimation applied on the 490

whole trajectory is given in Fig. 10. The MAP estimation 491

is given by the Bayes’ rule equation while MAP estimates 492

the best application of CM to the KF frame by maximizing 493

P(PC(t)|PW(t)) = P(PC(0))P(PW(t)|PC(t))/P(PW(t)). The 494

posterior equation involves prior of matched curves in the tra- 495

jectory history, which is the first term of the numerator in 496

equation, and the maximum likelihood, the second term of 497

the numerator. The denominator is evidence for the change in 498

weight of the whole trajectory. 499

The weight of CM, η̂CM(t), is updated according to the 500

maximum result of the posterior probability by the following 501

equation: 502

η̂CM(t) = arg max
PC(t)

P(PC(t)|PW(t)) 503

= arg max
PC(t)

P(PC(0))P(PW(t)|PC(t))

P(PW(t))
. (18) 504

Since the evidence portion is not dependent on η̂CM(t) as 505

well as the result of the maximization process, we then can 506

drop the denominator portion 507

η̂CM(t) = arg max
PC(t)

P(PC(0))P(PW(t)|PC(t)) 508

= arg max
PC(t)

P(PC(0))

t∏
i=t−l

P(PW(i)|PC(t)). (19) 509
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The logarithm of the posteriors can be used to make the510

problem easier, so we can rearrange in the following form:511

η̂CM(t) = arg max
PC(t)

⎛
⎝ t∑

i=t−l

logP(PW(i)|PC(t)) + logP(PC(0))

⎞
⎠.512

(20)513

Predictive target positioning may sync with the position of514

moving target, while minimizing the time delay of tracing515

the target. Long term tracking and reliable target following516

are desired to maintain an acceptable prediction accuracy517

so that the feature space can dynamically adjust to changes518

in the learning phase for the duration of the longitudinal519

sequence. The weight of CM is adjusted by MAP for long520

term tracking results and is applied to CM and KF separately521

by using (21). The estimated coordinates, PMAP(t + 1), of the522

target is obtained more precisely523

PMAP(t + 1) = η̂CM(t)PCM(t + 1) + (
1 − η̂CM(t)

)
PKF(t + 1).524

(21)525

We propose a simultaneously iterative learning and526

prediction for consistent field testing. The prediction crite-527

rion for simultaneous learning provides the error variations528

for the time horizon window of the data sequences. We529

determine the applicable prediction range for the long term530

data that will minimize the prediction error. The horizontal531

prediction window will be iteratively applied to the updated532

human behavior (described in Section IV-A) for the incoming533

online sequences for predicting the future positioning of robot534

trajectories (described in Section IV-B).535

D. Criteria to Follow Human Target From Mobile Robot536

Target motion analysis helps to extract the target’s pixels537

in the image sequence for the reconstruction of the target538

view. The robot’s movement will cause the positions of feature539

points to change all along the images as well as the pixels in540

each image. In order to track the target and the distance infor-541

mation of the target, target’s feature points and feature points542

of the other objects must to be sorted. We will use three cri-543

teria to obtain more detailed information about the target and544

identify the target in an O-D IR view. Table IV shows the545

procedures of the target’s tracking steps.546

Distance tracking is one of three criteria needed in order547

to track the target’s trajectory. The coordinates of the target548

provides the depth information of the target. The current tar-549

get’s position, PW , and robot’s current position, PR, provide550

the actual distance from the target. XT , the location of the tar-551

get and, XR, the location of the robot are used for the distance552

in x, y axes, |XT,R| = |PW−R| = √
(xt − xr)2 − (yt − yr)2.553

The recent coordinates of the target are used for inputting the554

distance and is then tracked by MAP estimation (Fig. 10).555

Predicted and actual distances between robot and target are556

used for validation of the prediction for target distance557

tracking.558

The second criterion is angle tracking of the targets such559

that the direction of the robot is based on the targets. The560

angle of the target, θT , in the O-D image provides a value561

TABLE IV
CRITERIA OF TARGET TRACKING

Fig. 11. Velocity change criteria of angle and target position during the
target motion.

from 0◦ to 360◦ of the target position, 	θT = θt − θ0. Those 562

angle values are tracked and then are predicted in order to 563

find the minimum error of Vθ , angular velocity of the tar- 564

get, for prediction steps (Fig. 11). Angular velocity for that 565

instant can be calculated from the angle position difference 566

of the first and last position of the target, Vθ = 	θT/	t = 567

(θt − θ0)/(t − t0). 568

The third criteria is the velocity of the targets from the 569

predicted positions. Fig. 11 shows the target velocity, VT , 570

calculated by using the actual position of the target at the 571

first and at its final movement moment, |Xt,0| = |PW,t−0| = 572√
(xt − x0)2 − (yt − y0)2. Predicting the target’s velocity will 573

provide an acceptable way to approach the target and hav- 574

ing the robot follow the target while simultaneously adjusting 575

the robot’s velocity to track its movement, VT = 	XT/	t = 576

(Xt − X0)/(t − t0). 577
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V. EXPERIMENTS578

The experiment section is organized in the form of six579

sections. First, in Section V-A, behavior analysis and hard-580

ware information with the data sets are used for tracking581

is given. Second, prediction for short term target tracking is582

applied and compared with respect to the time length of the583

prediction period in Section V-B. Third, prediction for long584

term target tracking using the MAP estimation method is given585

in Section V-C. Then, target motion analysis for evaluating586

various human target behaviors is in Section V-D. And, an587

analytical comparison is done to other studies in Section V-E.588

A. Behavior Analysis and Hardware589

The hardware for target tracking consists of a mobile590

robot platform with three main components. First compo-591

nent is the mobile robot Pioneer 3-DX, equipped with a PC592

for autonomous control. Second component is a Windows 7593

computer with an Intel i7 processor used to perform image594

processing and tracking algorithms with MATLAB. Third595

component is the RemoteReality O-D IR camera sensor for596

the acquisition of 360◦ O-D IR images with 65◦ of vertical597

field of view (FOV). The O-D IR sensor provides gray level598

images with a resolution of 640×480 pixels and the images599

are taken by a 30-Hz imaging frequency of an O-D IR sensor.600

The mobile robot platform equipped with a windows computer601

and an O-D IR sensor is shown in Fig. 1 in Section I. The602

O-D IR camera was calibrated by the O-D camera calibration603

toolbox [51] using a heated grid pattern since the calibration604

toolbox was only created for visible-band cameras. The grid605

pattern is constructed by a silver aluminum tape in order to606

utilize heat reflection, dependent specifically on the temper-607

ature of the tracked objects. The detection of feature points608

and human target in the images was done by corner detection609

in MATLAB’s computer vision toolbox with respect to Eigen610

values of the feature points.611

The imaging conditions included have four different types:612

1) short term; 2) long term; 3) slow move; and 4) fast move.613

As shown in Fig. 12, the first data set was taken for short term614

tracking, 20 images, in a relatively small area and was over615

a short distance. The second data set had a longer time obser-616

vation with a slow moving target, with 475 images, in a larger617

area. The third image sequence was also taken in a large area,618

about 80 m2, with a short term recording period for a faster619

moving target. The last data set includes a fast target with long620

term tracking purposes, 384 images. The characteristics of the621

imaging condition for the data sets of short term, and long622

term along with slow and fast movement, can be seen from623

Table V. The sampling of the video recording time was set to624

five images per second.625

The CM method for trajectory estimation was used to626

improve the tracking error of a human target by a mobile627

robot. The O-D IR images provide additional information to628

select the human regions based on a thermal signature of the629

human body. The pixel values corresponding to the human630

body temperature are specified in order to make a decision for631

the detection threshold of the human body regions. The feature632

points of the human target were calculated by the SURFfeature633

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 12. Representative imaging conditions. (a) Short term. (b) Long term.
(c) Slow movement. (d) Fast movement.

TABLE V
IMAGING CONDITIONS

MATLAB function in the unwrapped O-D images. Those 634

images were also converted to binary images from a gray 635

level image, based on the thermal signature of a human, to 636

get the human target’s position information rather than the 637

coordinates of the noisy feature points in the background. In 638

order to avoid losing the human target during the tracking 639

process, the five strongest features of the target are selected. 640

Those feature points were detected with respected to the differ- 641

ence in two consecutive images. The detection process for the 642

strongest feature points was applied for the moving human tar- 643

get region. Thus, we avoid the detection of the objects which 644

have similar thermal signatures to the human body while the 645

static objects were ignored from the scene. In case of los- 646

ing any of the selected features, the remaining feature points 647

overcome the misdetection problem of the target’s position. 648

Since our method is based on the human motion behavior, 649

any unexpected error or mistracking is predicted correctly in 650

the next process. For evaluation of our method, we selected 651

only one target which is closest and giving better features for 652

detection. The first detected and tracked features of the corre- 653

sponding target is considered as the main target. However, we 654

can apply our method to multiple targets after detection and 655

proper identifying each target in the O-D images. The posi- 656

tion of the target in the frames 7, 225, and 428, while it is 657

moving is shown in Fig. 13. The target’s positions from every 658

image frame are given on each image with the corresponding 659

color to show the entire trajectory of the target. The color bar 660
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Fig. 13. O-D data set used for tracking in unwrapped (panoramic) O-D
image format. The detected target is shown in frames 7, 225, and 428. The
color shows the trajectory of the target according to frame number in the color
bar.

Fig. 14. Original unwrapped images from frames 7, 225, and 428. Detected
target features in the binary unwrapped O-D images during the targets
movement.

represents the corresponding color of the specific frame num-661

ber. Dark blue represents the first position of the target while662

the dark red is the last target position in the trajectory. In order663

to detect these target positions, the moving human target has664

been detected in the original unwrapped O-D images, shown665

in Fig. 14. The strongest feature points of those images are666

also shown by green circles on the binary image in Fig. 14 for667

frames 7, 225, and 428 from the image sequence. The human668

region was detected by utilizing the thermal signature of the669

human body. Objects with the similar temperature were also670

eliminated by applying the detection algorithm on the regions671

that have changes from a previous frame. Table VI shows the672

data set information in greater detail.673

TABLE VI
CAPTURED DATA SETS

Fig. 15. Trajectory prediction from CMKF for O-D IR data set, short term
data set.

The coordinates of the target in each images of the data set 674

was calculated by the strongest feature points and those coor- 675

dinates for the image sequence were used to estimate the 676

trajectory of the target while in motion. Those detected tar- 677

get coordinates in the images were considered as the ground 678

truth of the target image position. After the prediction pro- 679

cess, the prediction result and those detected target positions 680

were used to calculate the prediction error. The ground truth 681

of the target was done by physical measurements from the 682

target to the robot for the evaluation of our method. Linear 683

regression based on the CM algorithm was applied to those 684

coordinates and the estimated curve was obtained as the result. 685

The actual data is given by a black line in Fig. 15 and esti- 686

mated values of this position are given by a blue line as the 687

CMKF prediction in Fig. 15. The position of the target is 688

given in the horizontal pixel coordinates of the human target 689

in the unwrapped O-D images. During a specific term, the 690

target’s current curve matches a prior curve as seen from the 691

error between an actual and an estimated curve. The result was 692

the motion of the target includes the position with respect to 693

beginning coordinates, this portion of the curve was predicted 694

accurately as we can see in Fig. 15. The computational time 695

for estimating the subsequent target coordinates using CMKF 696

is given in Fig. 17. 697

The result was the motion of the target including the posi- 698

tion’s angle with respect to the beginning coordinates, this 699

portion of the curve was predicted accurately as we can see in 700

Fig. 15. CMKF had an average error of 0.7357 pixel with 701

respect to the position information on the trajectory path. 702
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TABLE VII
TRACKING ERROR USING CMKF

This error was tolerable for the targets that have nonlin-703

ear motion characteristics. However, computational time was704

getting higher for the later portion of the trajectory. The com-705

putational time for estimating the next target coordinates by706

CMKF is given in Table IX.707

B. Prediction for Short Term Target Tracking708

In this section, prediction for the tracking method was709

applied to short and long periods with a slow as well as fast710

target images from the O-D IR camera. First, the robot was711

driven in a laboratory condition to take images of the tar-712

get with a slow target imaging type setting. Then, the robot713

recording for fast movement of the target for long and short714

periods aimed at tracking the target in a larger area as a more715

complex data set.716

The tracking results of the target from short and long717

term data sets is compared and the average prediction errors718

are given in Table VII. When the target was moving very719

fast, the prediction error was increasing. The best result was720

obtained from the slow movement with a long term data set,721

0.7357 pixel for the CMKF tracking method. However, the722

prediction error remained stable for much longer times. The723

average prediction error increased to 1.0149 pixel for the tar-724

get’s short term observation with an actual speed of 1.8445 m/s725

shown in Table V and a predicted speed of 2.4217 m/s, given726

in Table VII. The average prediction error provided a moder-727

ate value of 0.8682 pixel for the fast moving target of the long728

term data set from the observed images. The prediction of the729

target’s velocity was obtained as 1.9591 m/s with an accept-730

able velocity error of 0.0924 m/s while the target moving fast731

for a long period of time.732

The KF method was applied to the same data set with-733

out the CM algorithm. The results of the KF method provided734

a higher prediction error than the CMKF method with a stable735

average for computational time. Also, the standard deviation736

of error was high since the KF method contributed signifi-737

cantly higher prediction error. CMKF had around 98 percent738

better standard deviation, when the nonlinearity of the tar-739

get’s movement was high. Computational time was stable and740

higher for KF, but CMKF computational time was increasing741

as the tracking duration was increasing. CMKF gave improved742

prediction results with around 25% lower prediction error than743

the KF method.744

C. Prediction for Long Term Target Tracking745

We used three different data sets, short term, long term, and746

fast movement, and they were compared to find the minimum747

Fig. 16. Trajectory prediction from MAP with O-D IR data set, long term
data set.

prediction error for the tracking the target in a large area and 748

small area. First, short term tracking used the MAP estimation- 749

based prediction method and the tracking time has decreased; 750

for long term tracking by applying the MAP estimation to see 751

the differences for those two different tracking results. The 752

data sets with different target velocities were utilized for the 753

long term tracking process to obtain the minimum prediction 754

error. The short term data set with the fast target movement 755

in a 6.4 m2 area while the long term data set area with slow 756

and fast target movement in a 80 m2 area were used, given in 757

Fig. 12, respectively. 758

CMKF increased the prediction accuracy for next target 759

position with respect to KF by around 60%, however, the 760

computational time was increasing continuously and also after 761

a specific time period prediction error remained stable. MAP 762

estimation made it possible to adjust the weights of CM and 763

KF along with the predicted weight from MAP, the next tar- 764

get position was calculated with higher accuracy and faster 765

computational time. 766

MAP estimation predicted the next target position calcu- 767

lated with 10.48% higher accuracy and faster (Fig. 16). The 768

human behavior-based method predicted the possible unex- 769

pected values from the sudden movement of the target and 770

separates them from the human’s walking behavior in the long 771

term trajectory. Those sudden movements of the human and 772

possible changes in the target’s movement direction in the tra- 773

jectory are given in the zoomed window in detail. We used the 774

actual position of the target from the detected image points in 775

the data set images. The given input, actual position, and the 776

predicted position in the next image frame are used to calculate 777

the prediction error. It can be seen that our method predicted 778

a closer target position to a possible human movement. The 779

prediction difference from the CMKF prediction can be seen 780

from Tables VII and VIII. 781

In the fast target case the average prediction error was 782

0.1723 pixel higher than the slow target case. Thus, this 783

higher prediction error increased the average tracking error 784
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TABLE VIII
TRACKING ERROR MAP ESTIMATION

Fig. 17. Computational time for long term tracking by using MAP
estimation (red) and CMKF (blue).

over 20.13% for the fast movement data set, since the tar-785

get’s trajectory had more sudden moves and changes than the786

slow movement data set’s trajectory. The best imaging con-787

ditions were obtained from the long term data set with the788

slow movement of the target, 1.432 m/s shown in Table V789

and Fig. 12(c). The lowest prediction error for the long term790

data set by the MAP prediction case with 100 to 500 images791

by 0.6586 average value.792

The computational time for short term and long term track-793

ing of different data sets are given by Fig. 17. The time was794

considered to track the target’s coordinates from each image.795

Fig. 17 gives the slow movement data set’s computational796

time along with the short term method, (blue), and long term797

method (red) of computational times. The computational time798

curve shows that our proposed MAP-based method took longer799

to predict the target’s position for the short time tracking, up to800

the 127th frame. The computational time for CMKF increased801

and passed the time spent in our method when the frame802

number is higher than 127. The computational time of those803

reported periods were increasing almost linearly for the CMKF804

method. We can see that the time for CMKF nearly doubled805

the time consumed from the 200th frame to the 400th frame. In806

case of multiple target tracking, our method can be applied to807

each target separately after identification of each target prop-808

erly. The number of targets will increase the computational809

time similar to other methods. The second target doubles the810

TABLE IX
COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY OF PREDICTION

Fig. 18. Angular position θt of the target by CMKF and MAP estimation.

computational time; however, our method provides sufficient 811

time to track multiple targets since the computational time is 812

low enough to finalize the process. Our proposed method gave 813

a computational time approximately stable for the same time 814

period. We used the advantage of lower prediction time from 815

CMKF for a shorter term tracking and kept the prediction time 816

steady. The use of CMKF in short term tracking windows as 817

part of the MAP-based continuous prediction maintains the 818

computational time with a minimum increase. 819

Long term tracking by MAP estimation process gave the 820

best value for tracking with the CMKF frame length of 821

20 images and this value was decided to be the optimal length 822

for a CMKF subset. The CMKF prediction accuracy remained 823

stable but the computational time was still increasing after 824

the 20th image. We limited the CMKF short term tracking 825

window at this point and decided the final prediction by the 826

MAP prediction to increase the accuracy and decrease the 827

computational time. 828

The average computational time for a short term CMKF 829

frame was 0.1617 ms, and 0.0976 ms for long term tracking 830

by MAP estimation given in Table IX. Our proposed method 831

gave 39.64% lower computational time for the prediction of 832

the target’s next position with higher accuracy. The MAP esti- 833

mation method has an advantage of a lower computational 834

time while the computational time of the CMKF method 835

is increasing around 50% for every additional 200 images. 836

The prediction time will be much higher in case of using 837
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Fig. 19. Angular velocity θ̇t of target by CMKF and MAP estimation.

TABLE X
EVALUATION OF FOLLOW HUMAN TARGETS

TABLE XI
COMPARISON WITH OTHER METHODS

only CMKF prediction for continuous human target track-838

ing. Fig. 17 shows that the computational time of CMKF was839

2.5 times higher than our method at the 450th frame, the linear840

increase shows that the computational time difference between841

two methods will increase for a higher number of frames.842

For a longer tracking process, our method delivers increasing843

performance.844

D. Evaluation of Various Human Target Behaviors845

Distance tracking is applied as the first step. The O-D view846

aids the depth acquisition for any orientation of the target with847

respect to the robot’s position. The most recent coordinates of848

TABLE XII
APPENDIX AQ2

the target are used for inputting the distance tracking process 849

with the depth value, |Xt,r|, of those coordinates. 850

Angle tracking the target is the second step of the process. 851

The angle of the target, θt, is derived from the detected target 852

position in the O-D image. The O-D image provides from a 0◦
853
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to a 360◦ angle position of the target and those angle values854

are stored for the prediction steps (Fig. 18).855

The actual velocity of the targets was calculated from the856

target’s stored positions during the movement of the target.857

The predicted Target velocities from the CMKF and the MAP858

methods showed that the MAP had predicted the target’s veloc-859

ity with 71.0% lower error than the CMKF method, shown in860

Tables VII and VIII and Fig. 19. Tracking of the angle pro-861

vides improved tracking results of 10.48% compared to the862

short term tracking results (Fig. 18). Table X shows the track-863

ing error of the distance, the angle and angular velocity of the864

target, θ̇t in terms of slow or fast moving target. For the slow865

target, the velocity prediction provided 54.47% lower error866

than the fast target.867

E. Comparison to Other Studies868

Comparison between the MAP and the other four tracking869

methods is given by the average prediction error, the velocity870

prediction error, the standard deviation of error, and the aver-871

age prediction time for this section. The benefits of the O-D872

IR sensor are advantageous, but does have lower accuracy as873

well as a higher prediction time problem that makes tracking874

difficult with the visual band and perspective camera-based875

methods. We overcame these problems to make tracking work876

better with the proposed method. The comparison between877

the proposed MAP and the other four methods: a bank of878

MAP [1], the backward model validation-based visual track-879

ing (BVT) [5], the CMKF [3], and the EKF method is shown880

in Table XI. These methods are calculated with respect to881

the average prediction error, the velocity prediction error, the882

standard deviation of the error, and the average prediction time.883

The results of all five methods indicated that our proposed884

method improved the prediction of the next target position.885

The standard deviation of error has improved by 56.63% with886

respect to the EKF method. The velocity prediction error887

for our method was 60.75% lower than CMKF prediction888

the target velocity and significantly lower than velocity error889

of a bank of MAP. The standard deviation of error was890

higher than CMKF’s standard deviation of error; however,891

our proposed method provided a 39.64% faster computational892

speed than the CMKF method. Also, our proposed method893

gives an additional computational time advantage for a con-894

siderably longer tracking processes. The average prediction895

time of our MAP-based tracking method was lower and was896

significantly faster than the average prediction time of the897

BVT method. The long term behavior analysis prediction898

error was lower than both CMKF and EKF methods while899

it outperformed BVT in terms of average prediction error.900

VI. CONCLUSION901AQ3

We proposed behavior learning and MAP estimation-based902

target tracking methods to improve the tracking accuracy and903

to reduce the computational time. An O-D IR camera was used904

to maximize the target tracking timeframe with the freedom905

of lighting and to extend the tracking view by 360◦ FOV of906

O-D sensor. The disadvantages of the other methods for long907

term tracking, low accuracy and high computational time, was908

solved by our proposed MAP-based target tracking method by 909

using an O-D IR camera and utilizing human behavior and 910

human body features. We evaluated our method by tracking 911

only one target from one mobile robot and this method can 912

be used for multiple robots with proper identification of each 913

target. 914

For our future work, we plan to utilize the MAP-based track- 915

ing with multiple human targets by increasing the number of 916

mobile robots. The low computational time of our method 917

will provide more sufficient time for multiple target tracking. 918

Employment of multiple robots will be used for predicting the 919

multiple targets’ positions to improve the tracking performance 920

of the mobile robots. 921
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